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It’s About Trust... By Tom Robinson and Barry Clemson
“All we ever do is sit in meetings!”
XYZ Corporation's culture was
collegial and collaborative and most
decisions were arrived at by consensus.
A large majority of the managers and
staff were proud of the company and
liked working there. The problem was
that they worked and
worked and worked.
Managers spent
almost all day every
day in meetings and
then had to do their
work in the evenings
and weekends.
Everybody was tired
and most were
neglecting their families and personal
lives.
When we looked at the pattern of
meetings, we discovered that
everybody wanted to be included in
every meeting. We asked managers
with similar responsibilities why all of
them had to be in the same meeting.
The answers were always some
variation of “to protect my group” or,
more bluntly, “you can't trust the rest
of 'em.”
We began to explore this question

of trust. It turned out the managers, by
and large, liked each other. No one
thought the others were liars or
dishonorable. And yet they did not trust
a group of peers to make a reasonable
decision unless they were personally
present.
As we explored further this question
of trust we were able to
distinguish three
distinct levels of trust
which we label honor,
intention, and empathy.
Honor. This level is
reflected in questions
such as “Is his word
good?” “Can you trust her to mean what
she says?” Or “is he an honorable
person?” This level of trust is violated by
lies, by deliberate falsehoods. Most work
teams and managerial groups have a
fairly high level of trust at this level.
Intention. Two completely
honorable people will often have
intentions (or objectives) that put them in
conflict - for one to win the other must
lose. In such a case, while the other
person can be trusted to tell the truth,
they are also trying to do me in. I have to
be on constant guard against their

Go Coast Guard Team RAAM!
The Ensure Race Across AMerica (RAAM) is a grueling 2,600 mile non-stop
bicycle race described by Outside magazine as “the toughest race in the world.”
RAAM 1998 started in Irvine California and ended in Savannah Georgia after
traveling through brutally hot weather, storms, rough roads and widely diverse
terrain. Quality Process Consultants, Inc. was one of the proud sponsors of the first
military team to complete the RAAM, Team Coast Guard in 6 days, 8 hours and 12
minutes.
The team consisted of four riders (no subs allowed after the race starts), four
vehicles, and a crew of dedicated support personnel. The crew takes care of vehicle
and bike repairs/service, navigation, meals, and everything else needed to keep the
riders and logistical train racing east.
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Tips and techniques to improve
the way your teams work.
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Drill Bits to Holes
From the Bookshelf:
The Conversation Piece
About QPC Inc.

Team Speaking

To be an effective team
player, be aware of the message
you are trying to send as you
speak clearly to your team mates.
Think First. Know what your
own attitudes, ideas and feelings
are. Then offer your unique
perspectives.
Say What You Mean. Be
direct, clear and specific. Don’t
mumble, ramble or speak so
softly that others strain to hear
you.
Know Your Team Members.
Balance your directness with a
dose of sensitivity to how team
members may react to you.
Use Time Wisely. Be brief
and succinct. Make one point at
a time.
Be Congruent. Make sure
your comments, tone and body
language match the feeling
behind what you are trying to say.
Be Additive. Speak when
your contribution is relevant and
not repetitive.
Ask for Feedback to ensure
you were understood.
Misfires are Inevitable.

“I love your newsletter — it’s the most useful publication I receive.
I save them and refer back to them frequently.”
Mary LoSardo
Executive Vice President, Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
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What’s New at QPC Inc.
Thanks for allowing my computer to
“bug” you.... We have just finished an
ugly transition from a “no longer
supported” contact manager to Microsoft
Outlook. As a result, this newsletter is a
wee bit late, but better
late than never!
The good news is that
the response we got
back from our mailing
was terrific! It’s

Seminars

wonderful to know that people
actually read and use some of the
ideas we publish !
The Arnold Building is fully
occupied now and we are beginning
to rent the meeting rooms. Of course,
it’s a real treat to facilitate some of
my local clients (Newport News
Shipbuilding, Hampton Roads
Partnership, Canon Virginia, Inc.) in
the comfort of the Antoinette room.
Stop on by for a cup of coffee when

Jan 14-16

Int’l Association of
Facilitators Conference
Williamsburg, VA

Feb 23-24

Facilitation Skills
Hampton, VA

March 9-10 Advanced Facilitation
Hampton, VA
Check out our new and improved website

http://www.qpcteam.com

Practical Team Activities: The Deck of Cards
The Deck of Cards
To demonstrate the harmful affects
of over-adjusting a process
Time - 20 minutes
No. of Participants: 4 teams of up
to 5 people
Materials Required:
1 pack of playing cards per team
2 tape measures
1 colored dot on the floor for
each team to serve as the
“target”
“Rule cards” for each team

as in rule 3).
Use the following chart:
Demonstrate the card drop to the
1,2,3...

1) Don’t Adjust
Aim at Target
2

1

2) Aim at Last
Landing Position
Z

1

3) Correct -Z
From Target

-Z
2

1

Tell the team the objective of this exercise
is to produce as many products as close to the
target as possible, while following their
particular “rule.” They produce product by
dropping one playing card from shoulder
height, following only one of these four rules:
1. Don't adjust. Drop every card directly
over the target.
2. Set the next drop position right over the
spot where the last dropped card landed.
3. After each drop, measure the distance
from the target to the card ( ) which will be
some distance ‘z’. Then set the next drop
position over the point ‘-z’ measured from the
target.
4. This rule is tricky: Measure the
distance ‘z’ as in rule 2. Set the next drop
position over the point ‘-z’ measured from the
last targeting position (not the original target,

4) Correct -Z
from Last
Aiming

Z1

2

1

Z2

-Z
2

-Z2
3

group with the card perpendicular to the
floor. This provides the most variation!
After giving adequate time, review the
distribution of the cards with the whole
group.
Rule 1: Clustering. The
distribution is stable with minimum
variation around the target. Even if you
have a bad process, you’ll get an even
distribution
Rule 2:
Drifting. The
distribution is
3 unstable and

moves away from the target in one
direction. This is the kind of process drift
that can occur when we use the last piece
produced as the standard for the next piece,
instead of a universal product standard. It
is also what happens when we let
experienced employees “show the ropes”
to new employees, without any kind of
training standard.
Rule 3: Overcompensating. The
distribution explodes in opposite
directions. This is the way most processes
are over adjusted from where the operation
was during the last process run. Like a
novice driver steering a car, the operator
overadjusts (or management overreacts!).
Rule 4: Tampering. The variation
explodes and is unstable but symmetrical
around the target. The operator knows
where the standard is, but adjusts based on
the last piece produced - and where they
think it should be.
Have each team come up with their
own examples of losses in their
organization resulting from Rules 2, 3 and
4.
If time permits, start “Round 2” where
the team can make process improvements.
One process improvement the team
may discover is to hold the card parallel to
the floor. The result using Rule 1 will be
that almost every card will settle down on
top of the target.
Inspired by W. Edwards Deming and
Steve Holcomb.

“The Conversation Piece is a real opportunity for you and others to
answer thought-provoking questions while still having fun.”
Bret Nicholaus and Paul Lowrie
The Conversation Piece
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From the Bookshelf
I was looking for a book about the
game of chess for my son, Travis,
and stumbled upon a little gem
entitled “The Conversation Piece” by Bret Nicholaus
and Paul Lowrie. A 6x5 inch hardback book, it’s
marigold fluorescent cover caught my eye. After all, I
was in the chess section....
I picked it up and noticed there were lots of good
questions (320 of them, to be exact) that were great team
openers! Questions like:
19. What’s your all-time favorite commercial jingle?
94. What is something you forgot once that you will
never forget again?
103. We’re all familiar with frequent flyer programs.
Suppose there was a similar program to reward
something else you do frequently in your life.
What would it be?
135. If you could have 50 pounds of anything other than
money, what would you want?

187. Besides its intended purpose, what’s the most creative
way you can think of to use a paper clip?
229. If you owned a yacht, what would you name it?
237. If drinking fountains could dispense another liquid, what
would it be?
276. What is something that most people consider a modernday convenience that you consider a pain in the neck?
I think you get the picture! They are quick, energizing and
fun. Best of all, they don’t have questions about serious
personal beliefs and ethics that can lead to tension and
discomfort within your team.
The authors recommend that someone reads a question, then
gives everyone 60 seconds or so to consider their answers.
(Some questions may require more time for reflection, some
require less).
Then answer the questions honestly and creatively.
Elaborate on your answers whenever possible - it allows the
team to get to know each other!
Published by Ballantine Books, 1996. ISBN 0-345-40711-3

USCG Team Race Across AMerica (cont’d)
riders and their crew. LCDR John Davis, one of Team Coast Guard's four racers emphasized,
“the race demands the very best from everyone. Although incredibly physically demanding for
the racers, the demands on the crew are at times even tougher. Crewmembers must remain
positive at all times, think ahead to the next set of problems, take care of meals, logistics, and
every other little tiny detail needed to keep the team racing over poorly marked roads, in all
weather conditions, 24 hours a day for almost a week.”
Riders must rely almost completely on the team to be successful. Although any of us who've played team sports
understand the basic concept of teamwork, Team RAAM calls on the racers and crew to practice a level of teamwork
almost unheard of during normal work or sporting activities. The members learn to completely rely on each other during an
incredibly stressful experience. Just like regular work teams, Team RAAMers work and race best when the team members
know their roles and responsibilities, put the needs of the team ahead of their own, and focus on the common goal.
This was particularly difficult for the 1998 team since the squad’s riders and crewmembers were drawn from across the
nation and had not had the opportunity to train or race as a team. In fact, many of the Team Coast Guard crewmembers
only met for the first time the day before the race started! Yet RAAM officials were amazed at their level of organization,
preparation and cohesiveness. They were even more surprised at how well the team functioned once the race started. The
team smoothly overcame several van casualties and other potentially race stopping problems.
What’s their secret? According to LCDR Rich Arnold, the team functioned smoothly because they followed sound core
practices and a shared commitment. The racers and key crew members communicated key goals and expectations for
specific crew/rider positions, practiced frequent and open communications, agreed on important race and logistical
strategies, and fostered a strong sense of teamwork - traits many Coast Guardsmen have to call upon in their regular jobs.
You can learn more about Team Coast Guard's 1998 RAAM experience by looking at the Coast Guard magazine article
on the web at http://www.uscg.mil/hq/g-cp/cb/OCT98/chaingang. html or from the race homepage at www.raamonline.com.
Quality Process Consultants, Inc. looks forward to 1999
and supporting Team Coast Guard's RAAM effort!
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